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From the Desk of Ms. Sherry: 
 
I just wanted to take this opportunity to thank all the teachers and families for making me feel so welcomed.  I 
am looking forward to getting to know all of you.   
 
The weather is constantly changing this month as we transition from cool spring mornings to warm summer 
afternoons, so please be mindful of the weather forecast and ensure your child is comfortably dressed for the day.   
 
Just as a friendly reminder, school will be closed on May 12th for Teacher Work Day, and May 29th for Memorial 
Day! 
 
 
We would like to wish a Happy Birthday to all our May babies! 
 
                      Ms. Heidi – May 5th                                              Alexa Yiwan Song – May 6th 
                      Grayson Doerfler – May 7th                                   Lucy Jones-Zahren – May 8th 
                      Elizabeth Hassan – May 10th                                 Aniya Rice – May 10th 
                      Marion Martin – May 11th                                     Ms. Meredith – May 19th  
                      Noah Morrow – May 20th0                                     Tanasia Bumpass – May 22nd 
                      Jabari Jackson – May 22nd                                   Ms. Shahlaa – May 22nd  
                      Maximiliano Rendon-Avalos – May 27th                 Ms. Samantha – May 27th 
                      Ms. Jessica – May 27th 

 
As a friendly reminder, if you wish to bring in treats to celebrate your child’s birthday, please check with us first.  
Due to high nut allergies in the center, we will be able to assist you in identifying items that are nut free.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Take a Peek Inside .… Special Days in May! 
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Sunday, May 14th  ~ Mother’s Day 

Monday, May  29th ~ Memorial Day 
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 May Family Fun: Get Into Nature 
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Infants A & B – Dreamers ~ Theme: Bees and Buds 
Our babies’ key experiences will strengthen their sense of self, creative representation, communication, and 

language. Their joyous rhyme of the month is our old time favorite, Ring Around the Rosie, along with 

Bringing Home a Baby Bumblebee. Your little ones will experience playtime with hats, one-piece puzzles, and 

ladybug shapes. 

 
  

  Jr. Toddlers – Travelers ~ Theme:  Hugs and Bugs 
Would your child rather have a hug or a bug? Hidden inside our theme and some of the experiences are words 

that rhyme to help children with sound discrimination and emergent literacy skills. Gifts for Mother’s Day and 

opportunities to sing about bugs while crafting them using play dough, paper plates, muffin cups, and paper 

towel rolls will be a big part of the fun. 

 
 

 

    
Sr. Toddlers – Adventurers ~ Theme: We Bloom and Grow 
As our toddlers grow each day, we note their accomplishments by recording their skills to share with you at 

our conference.  We’ll celebrate Mother’s Day with murals, charts and art projects. Your children will enjoy 

putting their own words into the text and making up their own dog names. You are in for a wonderful treat 

this month without a doubt. 

 
 

 

3s – Discoverers ~ Theme: Butterflies and Blossoms 
We welcome a new month and new theme while encouraging children to tell what they already know about it. 

We introduce The Very Hungry Caterpillar and new songs, rhymes, and fingerplays. We make models, divide 

the children into two small groups and guide them in creating their own hungry caterpillar. Symbols that 

represent spring will include: flower pot, pinwheel, kite, baby animals, baseball, bubbles, umbrellas, 

dandelions and, of course, blossoms! 
 

 

4s – Voyagers ~ Theme: Growing and Going 
This month your child will explore alphabet picnics and ways to enhance their own self-images.  Children will 

vote for their five favorite books and begin to feel like “big kids” as they create a Year Book with a great deal 

of planning. Their Key Experiences will include, as always, comparisons between numbers, moving to music, 

discrimination between sounds, and fitting things together in space.  

 
 

 

Kindergarten - Navigators ~ Theme: Natural Wonders 
Our Navigators will move forward and round out the year by discovering movement, comparison and contrast 

while wrapping up a great year at Legacy Academy.  With review in preparation for final assessment, it will 

be a compilation of the best of the best in order to ensure a smooth transition into summer and then into first 

grade.  We are thrilled that you entrusted your precious child’s care and learning experiences to Legacy 

Academy. 
 

 

School Age Explorers ~ Theme: Nature Photographers 
May brings many experiences relative to flags, literacy, art, and brain “entertainment.”   The children will 

make different kinds of flowers and work on crafting a special Mother’s Day gift. A photo display of pictures 

both taken at our center and brought in from home will grace the classroom for additional fun this exciting 

month. 
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Learning in Nature 
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Nature-Based Learning  

 
Early childhood settings are an ideal place to help bring infants and toddlers into contact with nature. 

Think about what is outside your door. Even if you live in an urban community, you probably have 

dirt, grass, trees, birds, or squirrels. The following ideas might help you think about how to take 

advantage of the nature you have with your children.  

 

Take them outside! 
• Encourage infants and toddlers to feel smooth twigs, bumpy bark, and rough rocks. 

• Explore light and shadows while you are outside with young children. 

• Bring colored cellophane or window blocks outside to explore light and colors. 

• Reconsider your idea of wildlife. Listen for the buzz of flies or tweets and caws from birds. 

• Talk about the weather every day, and observe how it changes or stays the same. 

 

Bring nature inside 
• Observe the children: What are they interested in? 

• Let children collect the items they are interested in and bring them inside to explore.  

• Growing plants is another way to bring outdoor elements into your setting. (Always choose 

child-safe plants, such as spider plants or ornamental bamboo) 

• Let children get involved in the planting, watering, and care of plants with a little support 

from an adult. 

 

Think about it 
• How do you feel about being outside?  

• Do you have outdoor hobbies like gardening?  

• Are you more of an indoor person?   

• What do you value about spending time outside?  

• What outdoor activities do they enjoy? 

 

Give it a try! Get outside! Start small, maybe just a few minutes at a time. As you 

and the children get more comfortable being outdoors, you will all want to be 

outside more.  
 

http://www.naeyc.org/yc/files/yc/file/201307/Rocking_Rolling_Adams_0713.pdf 

 

Adams, E. J. (2013). Nature-Based Learning Taking Infants and Toddlers Outside. Rocking and Rolling, 94. Retrieved April 21, 2017, from 

http://www.naeyc.org/yc/files/yc/file/201307/Rocking_Rolling_Adams_0713.pdf 
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Get Into Nature! 
 

Nature is a great teacher!  Try these activity ideas to connect your children to the 

outdoors and nature. 

 

Where to go? 

 
A nature walk can be anywhere- the beach, a forest, a field, a park, or even your own 

yard. 

• Bring a bag to carry your forest treasures home. After you get home, place the 

items on a table or the floor for observation and play. 

• Math – Incorporate Math by counting leaves, sticks or stones. 

• Science-  Incorporate Science by using a field guide to learn the names of the 

animals, insects, trees, and plants and more. Talk about the ecosystem and how 

each thing is important to keep the environment healthy and clean. 

• Art - Bring along some paper and crayons. Let your child make leaf and bark 

rubbings or just draw pictures of what they see. 

• Language – Bring a journal with you and write about what you see, hear, smell 

and feel. 

The possibilities are endless! 
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